Believable agents irsirally depend lipon explicit, model-based sinii4lations of human emotions. This work appeals instead to the semibilities of draniatic acting to create agents that are believable. The clioseri task is that of coinecly improvisation as it provides a solid demonstration of the agents' believability iri tlie coritext of a high-level deliberative goal. Furtherinore, this work employs physical robots as the actors, employing the real-time sensor values froni the robots as inputs into the acting process. This paper describes tlie dmniatic approach to acting that we used arid describes the J(ava-based irnplenientatiori on two Noniad Scout robots. Actual, improvised scripts created by the robots are included arid analvzed.
Introduction
The field of Artificial Intelligence has spawned research on creating believab!e agcnts, autonomous agents that have a recognizable personality and can respond to situations with emotions that mimic our own. An obvious application of this ability and a good testing ground for it is in storytelling, particularly drama. Groups like the Oz project [ 1, 2] and the Virtual Theater (formerly CAIT) project [4, 6] have made advances in doing interesting and believable storytelling with software agents. However, research on creating similar behavior in embodied agents is far less widespread. This is unfortunate, because characters that are physically present have a compelling sense of reality that is much harder to achieve on-screen. Additionally, the relevance of this work to robotics extends beyond solely entertainmentoriented applications into any area where the agent's purpose involves interaction with groups of people.
Some examples of embodied believable agents can be found. For example, Juan Velasquez has done research on robots that respond emotionally to their interactions with their environment [8] . The recently released Sony Aibo has an internal emotional model [3] . These agents display simple, animal-level emotional intelligence. However, the complexity of human emotion is difficult to understand, much less model in a biologically accurate way. While an accurate representation of emotional behavior informed by biology and psychology is an important goal in agent research, it remains a distant one at best.
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In his paper in the Working Notes of the 1998 Fall AAA1 Symposium, Jonathan Knight [5] suggested a different starting point for the creation of believable agents. Fictional characters display recognizably human characteristics-they are the best believable agents that humans have invented. Understanding how fictional characters are built and how they operate is important to understanding how humans are built and how they operate. The context in which they exist, the story, provides a framework that defines what their behavior should be. In addition, a story is designed to be entertaining and interesting. Because the major application of believable agents so far has been for entertainment purposes, this is an important context for further research. Rather than merely behaving emotionally, agents should be able to behave in ways that make sense within a narrative.
Dramatic Structure
Having arrived at the idea of robot drama, how do we approach it'? An important question to ask is, "What makes something dramatic?" Jonathan Knight, who proposed the ideas that became the basis of our research, suggests that the role of emotion in drama is often over-emphasized. Most "good" dramas have plots driven by characters who make purposeful actions towards their goals [5] . What a hero wantsnot what he or she feels-is what makes a story come to life.
Knight examined the structure often found in realistic drama to create a guideline for a dramatic agent architecture. His terminology provides a useful dissection of a dramatic situation.
.hero -the character whose primary goal is what moves the story along -villain -the character whose primary goal will prevent the hero from achieving his or her goal .outer obstacles -external factors that prevent the hero from achieving his or her goal sinner obstacles -internal factors that prevent the hero from achieving his or her goal *given circumstances -factors that influence how a character will attempt to achieve his or her goal
Having robots perform a pre-scripted, complex play (say, Hamlet) would be an obviously unsatisfying experience. Nor would it teach us much about how dramatic characters are structured. An improvisation, however, by its nature, is experimental and requires an understanding of the structure of scenes and characters. Therefore, we implemented a short play based on an elementary acting lesson in which the two characters have conflicting goals. *hero -A man who wants to leave the room. villain -A woman who doesn't warlt him to leave.
-outer obstacles -The villain and the door are the hero's only outer obstacles. sinner obstacles -The emotions and attitudes that the characters have towards each other. *given circumstances -The man and the woman both start out in the room. There is a painting in the room and only one door.
Using this scenario as a guide, we attempted to build an architecture that could be easily extended to allow more complex future performances.
Play Architecture
The program architecture is object-oriented, allowing plays to be created and modified quickly and easily by changing or recombining their components (see Fig.  1 ). A play is made up of: -the room it is set in, *props (which are used to represent goals), .actors who perform the roles defined in the play and have an internal state and inner obstacles that can be biased to define their personality, *the behaviors and actions available to each actor, -the success functions that evaluate each actor's progress toward its goals.
A room comprises an area of certain dimensions within which the action of the play occurs. Points of interest in the room (including the actors) are defined as props, with an identifying type and a position within the room. These props can be used to define the actors' goals and actions. All goals in the play are physically based and are represented by the prop that is the focus of the actor's attention.
An actor inherits all the characteristics of a prop because it is physically situated in the room and can be defined as a goal for behaviors and actions. In addition, an actor has an internal state that holds information about its and the other actor's past behaviors and actions, its current and primary goals, and its inner obstacles. Each actor has a primary goal that is constant throughout the play. The primary goal provides the actor's motivation, affecting its inner obstacles. However, actors may have multiple current goals at any time during the play that they use to evaluate potential actions. Sometimes the primary goal may not even be one of the actor's current goals. This allows an actor to, when appropriate, exhibit behavior that is contrary to his or her long term goals. This ability is important for achieving realistic and interesting dramatic situations. If an actor is very frustrated, it chooses a different behavior than if it is very empathetic. The behavior restricts the available actions to those that make sense in terms of its goals and inner obstacle state. If the hero is distracted toward the painting, the option of going toward the door should not be available to him--even though that option is best in terms of his primary goal of getting out of the room. The inner obstacle frustration, affected by the unchanging or decreasing success function values for the primary goal, gradually increases until it or another changing inner obstacle value makes a different behavior the most appropriate.
The actions are discrete movements that are performed along with the dialog. An action is always defined in terms of a goal, in keeping with the goaloriented structure of the play. The actions associated with a behavior can have goals other than the behavior's goals. Even if an actor's goals are the door and the painting, it can have the opticn of going toward its opponent if the action is appropriate to the behavior.
The inner obstacles can be thought of as the emotional basis of the architecture; they are the things that make an agent human-like, or believable. Instead of realistically modeling how eniotions work, we attempted to develop a flexible mechanism to specify the factors that inhibit certain behaviors and encourage others. We began by defining inner obstacles for the actors as a set of basic emotions that we thought were relevant. Frustration relates to how well the actor thinks it is doing at achieving its goal. Fear, empathy, and boredom relate to how the actor interacts with the other actor. Later, we added the more abstract notions of extroversion and trust to allow for a wider array of behavior. The inner obstacles we chose to define for this play are by no means the only ones that can be used. In more complex plays, the hero may have inner obstacles that the villain does not, and vice versa.
The inner obstacles contain information about how actors are affected not only by the other actor's and their own actions and behaviors, but also by the changes in the results of their success functions for their primary goals. These two ways of affecting the inner obstacle are kept distinct so that either one may be preserved or overridden when the inner obstacle is used in different plays. In addition to these effects, all inner obstacles have an equilibrium value that they decay back toward at a scaleable rate. This idea of equilibrium and decay was influenced by Velasquez's work on emotional models [7] . By specifying the equilibrium values and decay rates for an actor's inner obstacles, we defined the actor's personality. An actor is created with default inner obstacle values. Or another set of initial values, equilibrium values, and decay rates can be loaded for an actor at run-time. The same actor will behave differently depending on which personality has been loaded.
Receive Searrh Behmiors
Are relwant inner choose one with c h e s t ideal inner obstacle stale The success functions encode the actors' goals and evaluate how well they are accomplishing the goals at any point during the performance. The success functions take a goal or list of goals and the physical state of the room as input and return a real value between 0 and 1 that represents the level of accomplishment of the goals. The success functions specify what the actors are trying to accomplish in relation to those goals and are defined independently for each actor (allowing for conflicting goals). For example, both the hero and villain in the play have the door to the room as the primary goal. The hero's success function returns a numeric evaluation of how well the hero is accomplishing the task of going toward the door without being blocked by the villain. But the villain's success function returns a numeric evaluation of how well the villain is doing at blocking the hero's path to the door.
Execution Loop
While performing a play, each actor selects a behavior and an action in one turn (see Fig. 2) . A turn begins with the actor receiving a message from the other actor. The message tells the actor what behavior and action were performed, the other actor's new position, and the keywords that are associated with the line of dialog chosen. The actor uses this information to update its internal state and inner obstacles.
However, certain behaviors may require an emotional response that is more dramatic and immediate. These behaviors can be thought of as triggers that attempt to create a particular response in the other actor, sometimes to divert its current goals from its primary goal. If the last behavior is a trigger, the inner obstacles that are relevant are checked to see if the actor is responsive to this trigger. If the actor is in a responsive state, then its inner obstacles are updated to match the ideal inner obstacle state of the response behavior, and it chooses that behavior. For example, the villain may try to distract the hero to the painting, but the hero does not respond by becoming distracted unless he trusts and likes the villain. Once a triggering behavior has produced its desired response, its repeated use only has standard effects like ariy other behavior while the response behavior continues. This rule gives the inner obstacles a chance to change in response to the situation or decay into a different state. This method of interaction is dissimilar to the approach taken by the CAIT system, which is based on the "accept all offers" principle of improvisation [4] . Considering that our architecture is made to support plays where the actors have conflicting goals, the ability to not respond or to respond unfavorably to a behavior is important.
If a responding behavior isn't triggered, all of the available behaviors are searched through, and the one with an ideal inner obstacle state closest to the actor's inner obstacle state is chosen.
Once the behavior has been chosen, the goals associated with it become the actor's current goals. The actor then searches the available actions, simulating each action and evaluating its result with the success function to choose the most successful action in terms of the current goals.
The keywords received from the other actor are used to choose an appropriate line of dialog from the lines available to the behavior. Then the dialog and the action are performed, and a message is sent to the other actor, signifying the start of his or her turn.
Experiments/Results
The play program was developed in Java using the Symantec Java development environment. Notebook computers running Windows 95 are used to run the play program and control the robots, two Nomad Scouts (Nomadic Technologies, Inc., Mountain View, CA). Pontech radio modems were used as wireless communication devices between the robots (see Fig.  3 ). The Microsoft SDK speech synthesizer package was used to generate human-understandable dialog in real time. The setup of the play we implemented was designed to test and display a number of important characteristics of the program. The hero starts between the villain and the door (see Fig. 4 ). In order to prevent the hero from leaving, the villain can't immediately block the path to the door. Instead, the villain must use some tactic to turn the hero's attention away from its primary goal if she is going to win. The painting, the prop for distraction, is placed on the opposite wall from the door. Overall, from the reactions we received to public performances of our work, we feel that we (at least to some degree) met our goal of creating believable and entertaining dramatic improvisation using robots. We attribute this both to the fact that the performances were improvised rather than fully scripted and that the use of physically embodied agents made the plays more compelling than they would have been if they had been performed using graphically generated representations of the characters.
Our implementation was not without shortcomings, however. The reliance on subtle differences in the values of the inner obstacles to select behavior requires that new behaviors and personalities added must be carefully "tuned" to integrate sensibly with the existing components of the play. Also, the number of inner obstacles must increase proportionally with the number of behaviors in order to ensure that behavior selection remains appropriate and unambiguous. could be improved by using a more complicated form of dialog selection than our simple keyword matching method, and by including transitions between changes in behavior. Both of these changes would make the action of the play flow more smoothly.
The comprehensibility of the performances
Performances
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The earliest version of Robot Improv's first public appearance was in late spring of '99 at CMU for the Independent Study in Mobile Robotics course demo. During the first half of the summer both the program and the play underwent significant revision. At AAAI, the robots performed the play about 10-15 times using a troupe of 6 different actor personalities. They recently performed the play (with some dialog revisions) another 18 times at CMU for video documentation purposes.
For testing purposes, the program is usually run in a simulation mode without the robots. When run on the robots, slight differences in the physical state can result in significantly different performances, even when the same personalities for each actor are used for multiple runs. This is becaase the success functions, which rely on the position of the robots, affect the inner obstacles, which in turn determine the behaviors that are chosen. While the same personality combinations usually result in similar performances, sometimes the differences can be quite dramatic. For example, Bert playing the hero and Oscar playing the villain usually produce a performance in which the hero ignores the villain and runs straight to the door. But during one performance, the villain chased the hero into the corner nearest the door and trapped him there.
Here are records of two performances. There is no winning action for the villain equivalent to the hero going out the door. She wins by keeping the hero in the room for a specified number of dialog exchanges (see Fig. 5 ). 
Conclusions
Dramatic actors represent a kind of "middle ground" between the robots and agents of today, clunky and crude, and human beings themselves. The dramatic character has been honed, over centuries, to be as believable and life-like as possible. Understanding the nuts and bolts of drama may shed light on how to construct believable agents of all kinds, regardless of application. And surprisingly, the nuts and bolts of drama look more like classic agent architecture than we might have guessed. Dramas are not driven by characters with indefinable emotions, but rather by the character's objectives, goals, actions, and tactics. We may think of a story as a domain in which the primary agent is successful (or unsuccessful) in achieving its objective.
